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Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Alex Lee and I will be talking about how to do Gaussian belief space planning for articulated robots in the presence of obstacles.



Facilitate reliable operation of cost-effective robots that use: 

 Imprecise actuation mechanisms – serial elastic actuators, 
cables 

 Inaccurate sensors – encoders, gyros, accelerometers 

 

Motivation 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The motivation of this work is that we want to perform reliable operation of articulated robots that have noisy motion dynamics and noisy sensors.



 Planning under motion and sensing uncertainty is a POMDP in 
general 

 Intractable in general 

 Compute locally optimal solutions 

 Bry et al (ICRA 2011), Li et al (IJC 2007), van den Berg et al (IJRR 
2011), van den Berg et al (IJRR 2012), Platt et al (RSS 2010) 

Prior Work on Gaussian Belief Space Planning 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Belief space planning, which is about planning under motion and sensing uncertainty, can be formalized as a POMDP. However, POMDPs are intractable in general, and the recent line of work has been focusing on computing locally optimal solutions to the POMDP problem.



 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning 
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[Example from Platt, Tedrake, Kaelbling, Lozano-Perez, 2010] 

start 

goal 

Problem Setup 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider this toy problem introduced by Platt et al.We have a point robot and we wish to find a plan from start to goal. The initial configuration is uncertain, and the circle around the start indicates the uncertainty of the robot. Fortunately, the robot can gather measurements of its position to localize itself better, but those measurements has some noise which varies quadratically in the horizontal direction. The level of brightness of the grayscale background indicates the level of noise of the observations, with the lighter region being the region with smaller noise than the darker region.For this task, what would a state space planner do?



State space plan 

 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning 
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[Example from Platt, Tedrake, Kaelbling, Lozano-Perez, 2010] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A state space planner would go directly from start to goal, ignoring any sensor measurements. Notice that under this plan, the robot reaches the goal with a larger uncertainty than the one it started with.



State space plan 

 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning 
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[Example from Platt, Tedrake, Kaelbling, Lozano-Perez, 2010] 

Belief space plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If instead of planning in state space we plan in belief space, the robot would go to the right to the light region first in order to localize itself better, and then return to the left to reach the goal. Notice that in this case, the robot is able to reach the goal with a smaller uncertainty than the one it started with.



 Gaussian belief state in joint space: 𝑏𝑡 =
𝜇𝑡
Σ𝑡

 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning using Trajectory Optimization 

mean 

square root of 
covariance 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trajectory optimization can be used to find locally optimal solutions to the Gaussian belief space planning problem.The variables in the optimization consists of the belief of the state and the control for all timesteps, where the belief consists of a mean and a covariance matrix.



 Gaussian belief state in joint space: 𝑏𝑡 =
𝜇𝑡
Σ𝑡

 

 Optimization problem: 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning using Trajectory Optimization 

mean 

square root of 
covariance 

Unscented Kalman Filter dynamics 

Reach desired end-effector pose 

Control inputs are feasible 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

𝑏𝑡+1 = belief_dynamics 𝑏𝑡,𝑢𝑡  

𝜇𝑇 = goal 

𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑈 

min𝐶 𝑏0, … , 𝑏𝑇 ,𝑢0, … ,𝑢𝑇−1  
s. t.  ∀ 𝑡 = 1, … ,𝑇 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The optimization problem minimizes some cost objective dependent on the belief and controls, such that, for all timesteps, the Kalman filter updates for the belief are satisfied, the robot reaches a goal, and the controls are feasible.



 Gaussian belief state in joint space: 𝑏𝑡 =
𝜇𝑡
Σ𝑡

 

 Optimization problem: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-convex optimization – Can be solved using sequential 
quadratic programming (SQP) 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning using Trajectory Optimization 

mean 

square root of 
covariance 

Unscented Kalman Filter dynamics 

Reach desired end-effector pose 

Control inputs are feasible 
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𝑏𝑡+1 = belief_dynamics 𝑏𝑡,𝑢𝑡  

𝜇𝑇 = goal 

𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑈 

min𝐶 𝑏0, … , 𝑏𝑇 ,𝑢0, … ,𝑢𝑇−1  
s. t.  ∀ 𝑡 = 1, … ,𝑇 
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Presentation Notes
This optimization problem is non-convex, but we can find a locally optimal solution using sequential quadratic programming.



 Want to include probabilistic collision avoidance constraints 

Prior Work on Gaussian Belief Space Planning 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 
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Presentation Notes
As we have set up the problem so far, we haven't yet accounted for obstacles. In order to deal with obstacles, we need to consider collisions between the robot and obstacles. However, the state is uncertain. 



 Want to include probabilistic collision avoidance constraints 

 Prior work approximates robot geometry as point/spheres 

 

Prior Work on Gaussian Belief Space Planning 
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𝑥1 
𝑥2 

𝑥1 

𝑥2 

𝑥1 

𝑥2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previous work formulated the collision avoidance as cost but only works for point/spherical robots, and here is why. Consider a 2-dimensional point robot. Its belief state is described by this Gaussian distribution. Consider a contour of this distribution, which is an ellipse around the mean. For the case of a point robot, the probabilistic collision avoidance constraint can be formulated as a collision avoidance constraint w.r.t. to the ellipse.



 Want to include probabilistic collision avoidance constraints 

 Prior work approximates robot geometry as point/spheres 

 

 

 

 How do you formulate the constraint for a robot link? 

 

 

Prior Work on Gaussian Belief Space Planning 
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𝑥1 
𝑥2 

𝑥1 

𝑥2 

𝑥1 

𝑥2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 
𝜃2 ? 
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Presentation Notes
Now, consider a 2-dof articulated planar arm where its state is given by its 2 joint angles. Its belief state is described by this Gaussian distribution. In this case, how do you formulate the probabilistic collision avoidance constraint?



Main Contribution: Incorporation of 
Collision Avoidance Constraints under Uncertainty through Sigma Hulls 
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𝜃1 
𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝑥 = 𝜃1
𝜃2

 

𝒳 = 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 + 𝜆 0 Σ − Σ  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the sigma points lying on the 𝜆-standard deviation contour of the uncertainty covariance.



Main Contribution: Incorporation of 
Collision Avoidance Constraints under Uncertainty through Sigma Hulls 
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𝜃1 
𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝑥 = 𝜃1
𝜃2

 

𝒳 = 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 + 𝜆 0 Σ − Σ  
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Presentation Notes
The first sigma point is the mean, and this is the respective robot configuration.



Main Contribution: Incorporation of 
Collision Avoidance Constraints under Uncertainty through Sigma Hulls 
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𝜃1 
𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝑥 = 𝜃1
𝜃2

 

𝒳 = 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 + 𝜆 0 Σ − Σ  
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Presentation Notes
For the second sigma point, we get the following robot configuration.



Main Contribution: Incorporation of 
Collision Avoidance Constraints under Uncertainty through Sigma Hulls 
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𝜃1 
𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝑥 = 𝜃1
𝜃2

 

𝒳 = 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 + 𝜆 0 Σ − Σ  Sigma hull of link 1 
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Presentation Notes
We repeat the same for the remaining sigma points. Then, the convex hull of the first link for the 5 robot configurations given by the 5 sigma points is what we call the sigma hull of the first link.



Sigma hull: Convex hull of a robot link transformed (in joint 
space) according to sigma points 

Main Contribution: Incorporation of 
Collision Avoidance Constraints under Uncertainty through Sigma Hulls 
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𝜃1 
𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝜃1 

𝜃2 

𝑥 = 𝜃1
𝜃2

 

𝒳 = 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 𝑥 + 𝜆 0 Σ − Σ  Sigma hull of link 1 

Sigma hull of link 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the convex hull of the second link for the 5 configurations is the sigma hull of the second link. So, we define sigma hull as the convex hull of a robot link transformed according to the sigma points.



Signed Distance 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

Consider signed distance between obstacle 𝑂 and sigma hull 𝒜𝑖,𝑡 of 
the 𝑖-th link at time 𝑡 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑂 𝑂 

𝒜𝑖,𝑡 𝒜𝑖,𝑡 

𝒜𝑖,𝑡 = sigmahull(link𝑖,𝑡) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the signed distance between these sigma hulls for all links and timesteps and obstacles.



 Use convex-convex collision detection (GJK and EPA algorithm) 

 Computes signed distance of convex hull efficiently 

Collision Avoidance Constraint: Signed Distance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do convex-convex collision detection, which calculates the signed distance between pairs of convex shapes using the GJK and EPA algorithms. These algorithms computes the signed distance of convex hulls efficiently; in particular, the sigma hulls are never explicitly computed.



 Use convex-convex collision detection (GJK and EPA algorithm) 

 Computes signed distance of convex hull efficiently 

 Sigma hulls should stay at least distance 𝑑safe from other objects 

Collision Avoidance Constraint: Signed Distance 
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0 𝑑safe 
Signed Distance 

∀ times 𝑡,∀ links 𝑖,∀ obstacles 𝑂 
sd 𝒜𝑖,𝑡 ,𝑂 ≥ 𝑑safe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, the probabilistic collision avoidance constraint is that the signed distance between sigma hulls and obstacles is above some safety distance, for sigma hulls of all links at all timesteps and for all obstacles. The figure illustrates an obstacle and a sigma hull for different signed distances. For our problem to be feasible, we want the cases in the green region.



 Use convex-convex collision detection (GJK and EPA algorithm) 

 Computes signed distance of convex hull efficiently 

 Sigma hulls should stay at least distance 𝑑safe from other objects 

 

 

 

 

 

 Use analytical gradients for the signed distance 

Collision Avoidance Constraint: Signed Distance 
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0 𝑑safe 
Signed Distance 

Non-convex! 
∀ times 𝑡,∀ links 𝑖,∀ obstacles 𝑂 

sd 𝒜𝑖,𝑡 ,𝑂 ≥ 𝑑safe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that the signed distance constraint is not convex, so we linearize it. Fortunately, analytical gradients for the signed distance w.r.t. to the belief can be computed.



 Discrete collision avoidance can lead to trajectories that collide 
with obstacles in between time steps 

Continuous Collision Avoidance Constraint 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The probabilistic collision avoidance constraint presented thus far doesn’t take into account that the sigma hulls in between timesteps might be colliding with obstacles. To deal with this, we can have a continuous collision avoidance constraint in a probabilistic sense.



 Discrete collision avoidance can lead to trajectories that collide 
with obstacles in between time steps 

 Use convex hull of sigma hulls between consecutive time steps 

Continuous Collision Avoidance Constraint 
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sd convhull(𝒜𝑖,𝑡 ,𝒜𝑖,𝑡+1),𝑂 ≥ 𝑑safe        ∀ 𝑡, 𝑖,𝑂 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this constraint, we can construct the convex hull between sigma hulls of consecutive timesteps and consider the signed distance between this convex hull and the obstacles to be greater than or equal to some safety distance, for sigma hulls of all links at all timesteps and for all obstacles.



 Discrete collision avoidance can lead to trajectories that collide 
with obstacles in between time steps 

 Use convex hull of sigma hulls between consecutive time steps 

 

 Advantages: 

 Solutions are collision-free                                                          
in between time-steps 

 Discretized trajectory can                                                      
have less time-steps 

Continuous Collision Avoidance Constraint 
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sd convhull(𝒜𝑖,𝑡 ,𝒜𝑖,𝑡+1),𝑂 ≥ 𝑑safe        ∀ 𝑡, 𝑖,𝑂 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of using this constraint is that the solutions will be collision-free in between timesteps and that the discretized trajectory can be discretized less finely.



 Gaussian belief state in joint space: 𝑏𝑡 =
𝑥𝑡
Σ𝑡

 

 Optimization problem: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-convex optimization – Can be solved using sequential 
quadratic programming (SQP) 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning using Trajectory Optimization 

mean 

square root of 
covariance 

Unscented Kalman Filter dynamics 

Reach desired end-effector pose 

Control inputs are feasible 
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𝑏𝑡+1 = belief_dynamics 𝑏𝑡,𝑢𝑡  

pose 𝑥𝑇 = target_pose 

𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑈 

min𝐶 𝑏0, … , 𝑏𝑇 ,𝑢0, … ,𝑢𝑇−1  
s. t.  ∀𝑡 = 1, … ,𝑇 

Probabilistic collision avoidance ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s go back to the optimization problem presented earlier.



 Gaussian belief state in joint space: 𝑏𝑡 =
𝑥𝑡
Σ𝑡

 

 Optimization problem: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-convex optimization – Can be solved using sequential 
quadratic programming (SQP) 

Gaussian Belief Space Planning using Trajectory Optimization 

mean 

square root of 
covariance 

Unscented Kalman Filter dynamics 

Reach desired end-effector pose 

Control inputs are feasible 
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𝑏𝑡+1 = belief_dynamics 𝑏𝑡,𝑢𝑡  

pose 𝑥𝑇 = target_pose 

𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑈 

min𝐶 𝑏0, … , 𝑏𝑇 ,𝑢0, … ,𝑢𝑇−1  
s. t.  ∀𝑡 = 1, … ,𝑇 

sd sigma_hull𝑖(𝑏𝑡),𝑂 ≥ 𝑑safe ∀ 𝑖,𝑂 Probabilistic collision avoidance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the probabilistic collision avoidance, we can now have that the signed distance between sigma hulls and obstacles are greater than or equal to some safety distance.



 During execution, re-plan after every belief state update 

 Update the belief state based on the actual observation 

 Effective feedback control, provided one can re-plan 
sufficiently fast 

Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, we can do model predictive control during execution, in which we replan at every timestep and, at every timestep, we update the belief state based on the actual observation rather than the maximum likelihood observation. Given that we can replan sufficiently fast, this is an effective feedback controller.



 Problem setup 

Example: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now consider this example in which we ran our algorithm. In here we have a 4 degrees of freedom robot that has some initial state and the robot’s goal is for its end-effector to reach the target position in between the obstacles. The robot’s initial state, dynamics and sensing are noisy, and the robot can localize its end effector position better when it is near the line labeled as  𝑥 sensing .For this task, what would a state space planner do?



State-space trajectory 

Example: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we plan in state-space, we would get a trajectory where the end effector goes directly from start to goal and the robot ignores any observations that it could have done near the sensing region.



1-standard deviation belief space trajectory 

Example: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we instead plan in belief space, the robot would realize that it could localize its end effector better near the sensing region, so the end effector would first move to the left and then move to the right to reach the target. Notice in here that the convex shapes around the links at the last timestep are the respective sigma hulls, and these sigma hulls are not in collision with the obstacles. When we construct the sigma hulls, we choose a parameter lambda that describes the multiple of standard deviations that we want to consider for the sigma points. In this case lambda was equal to 1; let's now take a look at what we get when scaling up lambda to 4.�



4-standard deviation belief space trajectory 

Example: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In here, the sigma hulls are bigger because we are considering a multiple of 4 standard deviations for the sigma points.



 Open-loop execution 

 Feedback linear policy 

 Re-planning (MPC) 

Experiments: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presentation Notes
For our experiments, we considered 3 belief space planning approaches: we executed the nominal belief space plan in open loop, we used a feedback linear policy around the means of the nominal belief space plan (in particular, we used a Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller), and we used re-planning (which is the MPC paradigm).



Mean distance from target 

Experiments: 4-DOF planar robot 
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Presentation Notes
We tried the 3 approaches for 100 simulated executions for various lambda parameters. With re-planning in belief space, the mean distance is 0.2 units from the target, which is a considerable improvement over executions of locally-optimal state space trajectories and over open-loop executions of belief space trajectories.



 

Example: 7-DOF articulated robot 
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State space trajectory 
7 dimensions 
1.9 secs 

Belief space trajectory 
35 dimensions 
8.2 secs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, we also tried our algorithm for higher degrees-of-freedom articulated robots. Similar to the previous example, we want the end effector to go from the bottom right to the target pose, which is at the top right. The robot has better sensing of the end effector position  at the left side. Notice that in the state space trajectory, the robot ignores any sensor measurements that it could do, but in the belief space trajectory, the robot end effector first goes to the left to sense itself better and then goes to the right. Notice that the belief space plan is a 35 dimensional problem, and our implementation took about 8 seconds to compute a solution.



Extensions 

 Planning in uncertain environments 

 Multi-modal belief spaces 

 Physical experiments with the Raven surgical robot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An extension we are considering is to plan in uncertain environments.Also,  as we saw in this talk and as has been shown in earlier work on Gaussian belief space planning, Gaussians, while limited, have proven surprisingly effective. Still, for problems where uncertainty is not unimodal, they wouldn't be the right fit but a mixture of Gaussians model could be.Also, we want to execute belief space trajectories in a physical robot like the Raven surgical robot.



 Efficient trajectory optimization in Gaussian 
belief spaces to reduce task uncertainty 

 Prior work approximates robot geometry as a 
point or a single sphere 

 Pose collision constraints using signed distance 
between sigma hulls of robot links and obstacles 

 Sigma hulls never explicitly computed – use fast 
convex collision detection and analytical 
gradients 

 Iterative re-planning in belief space (MPC) 

Conclusions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, we are able to do Gaussian belief space planning using efficient trajectory optimization. We were able to formulate a probabilistic collision avoidance constraint using the signed distance between sigma hulls of robot links and obstacles. Also, notice that the sigma hulls didn’t have to be explicitly computed so our method is very efficient and we use fast convex-convex collision detection and analytical gradients.



 Code available upon request 

 Contact: alexlee_gk@berkeley.edu 

Thank You 

Presenter: Alex Lee (UC Berkeley) 
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Thank you.
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